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Zločinec Mark A. Milley byl degradován do hodnosti vojína a dostal nečestné propuštění, než mu v
pátek ráno navlékli přes hlavu smyčku. Jeho medaile a stuhy, z nichž mnohé byly nezasloužené a
oceněné, byly zrušeny.

Stejně jako všem zadrženým GITMO, kteří měli oběsit, byla Milleymu nabídnuta poslední snídaně,
kterou odmítl. Řekl, že jeho úspěchy jako vlasteneckého důstojníka naplnily jeho žaludek a duši
dostatečnou obživou na celý život. Požádal však o holicí strojek, aby si oholil strniště.

V 10:00 ho tři poslanci doprovodili z lékařského oddělení, kde měl před popravou lékařskou
prohlídku, na šibenici, kde stál admirál Crandall mezi skupinou důstojníků stojících za příslušnou
pobočku ozbrojených sil a nejmenovaný civilista oblečený v modrý oblek s červenou kravatou.

Admirál zůstal zticha, dokud Milley nedosáhla na lano.
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„Poté, co jste byl shledán vinným ze zrady, zadrženo Marku Milleyi, byl jste odsouzen k smrti, která
má být urychleně vykonána. Máme kaplana, chcete-li Last Rites. Máte právo podat konečné
prohlášení,“ řekl admirál.

„Něco řeknu: nikdy se nezřeknu prezidenta Bidena, jediného vrchního velitele. Sloužil jsem jemu a
tomuto národu se ctí, vyznamenáním a hrdostí. To, co se tu teď děje, co se děje, je zvrácená
nespravedlnost. Nemůžete rozhodovat o tom, co je a co není ústavní, a vaše klokaní soudy zraňují
tuto zemi. Nebojím se smrti; Nikdy jsem se toho nebál, což jsem znovu a znovu dokazoval. Tohle je
vražda, jasná a jednoduchá. Kdybyste měli koule, kdokoli z vás, čelil byste mi ve smrtelném boji – z
ruky do ruky, nožem nebo puškou. Ale jsi zbabělec, všichni zbabělci, a až přijde tvůj čas, zemřeš
jako zbabělec,“ řekla Milley.

Když oběšenec začal dávat Milleymu pytel přes hlavu, Milley protestovala: "Ne, chci, aby ses mi,
Del, podíval do očí."

"Vaše volba," řekl admirál.

Než Milley klesl, vyhrkl překvapivou větu: "Ukrajina je budoucnost."

Byl prohlášen za mrtvého v 11:03, 13. října.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real Raw News potřebuje
podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které kopírují/vkládají naše duševní
vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar
pomáhá. Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat autora (a jeho účty za
lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to: https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

Vážený pane Michaeli Baxtere....pokud se vás mohu zeptat...kdo je naše armáda al-SiSi??? ..nebo
lépe řečeno máme jeden ????? a jak dlouho bude tato šílená show pokračovat????

Tohle musíte milovat!!! Viděl jsem satelitní fotografie a hádejte co – – ta nemocnice, která byla
vyhozena do povětří a zabila 500 lidí – – to musí být muslimský zázrak – – stále tam je – – nedělám
si legraci – – bomba spadla na parkoviště a v nemocnici z větší části nedotčeni ——-Nyní z toho
plyne ponaučení ——nevěřte a nevěřte ničemu, co vidíte nebo slyšíte, protože někde v tom všem je
skryta pravda a oni ji použijí k tomu, aby vás oklamali výhoda——-Nastavte své emoce na stranu,
to je to, co používají—-stačí se podívat na naše vysoké školy a všechnu tu hloupost, kterou
předvádějí domnělí chytří lidé——Největší válečníci jsou ti, kteří ovládají své emoce !!!!
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Velmi silné izraelské nálety, které zasáhly nemocnici Al Qud, v níž žije přes 8 000 Palestinců, jen
něco málo přes 24 hodin poté, co izraelské nálety zasáhly arabskou nemocnici al-Ahli, zabily přes
500 nevinných.

odeberte jednu mezeru před dvojtečkou: 
 https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/150/813/688/playable/8afc0d50958a88b0.mp4

I find it hard to believe that with ALL the SHIT GOING ON ,THERE IS NO NEW INFORMATION on
WHITE HATS STATEMENTS OR ANYTHING.

You mean, with all the stuff the fake media says is going on?

After 2 years of them preaching the covid lie, and you believe a single word of theirs?

The longer the picture of the convicted stays on the lead page the more you learn to hate the
image. Maybe the delays are psychological war fare. I am now ready to personally hang him! Well, I
was ready before, but even more so now!

Back to drumming my fingers all day and night; as my life solely revolves around the VERY next
article. Sigh, ho hum.

Dr John, That is EXACTLY how I feel. Thanks for expressing it. It made me smile.

YOU CHILD TRAFFICKING DOCTORS & CPS ARE BEING REPORTED TO THE SHERIFF, &
THE REAL GOVERNMENT ABOUT TAKING CHILDREN AWAY FROM THEIR PARENTS &
EITHER KILLING THEM & HARVESTING THEIR ORGANS OR SELLING THEM AS CHILD SEX
SLAVES. YOU, THE COURTS, THE CPS, THE JUDGE & EVERYONE INVOLVED IN THIS
SPECIFIC CASE WILL BE SENT TO GITMO FOR MILITARY TRIBUNALS. IN CASE YOU
HAVEN’T HEARD THERE WERE OVER 200 “PEOPLE” ARRESTED IN A SIMILAR CASE
RECENTLY. 

 THEY WILL HAVE NOOSES FIT FOR ALL OF YOU AT GITMO UNLESS YOU TURN THAT 4
YEAR OLD LITTLE CHILD BACK TO HER PARENTS IMMEDIATELY. 

 PS- I HOPE YOU ALL HANG ANYWAY. CHILD TRAFFICKERS ARE THE LOWEST FORM OF
SCUM ON THIS PLANET. 650-498-6313 WHEN IS SOMEONE GOING TO STOP THE CPS,
JUDGES & HOSPITALS & DOCTORS FROM KIDNAPPING CHILDREN?

WITH ALL THE CRAP HAPPENING IN THE WORLD ABSOLUTELY NO NEWS AS USUAL FROM
THIS PAGE? 4 DAYS OF NOTHING? R U FKN KIDDING ME??? WHAT HAPPENED TO ALL THE
MILITARY TRIBUNALS HAPPENING FOR THE LAST 2 YEARS WE ALWAYS HEAR ABOUT?
NOTHING? SILENCE?

X22 is a j00 | mossad! X= skukl 22= you should know! The red in his anagram = blood! He is a j00
thru & thru!

Yes He does. Try reading His Bible, if you can find the time some day.

This Country is Ours and Our Children’s future
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Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House
A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common People of Michigan;

 They failed to respond; It’s law Now;
 In law, acquiescence

 The doctrine infers a form of “permission” that results from silence or passiveness over an
extended

 period of time.
 Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a plaintiff it is sometimes

called a
 “sword”
 —————————————————————–

 MICHIGAN Inc.is a Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations;
 And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

 Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04
 ————————————————-

 2022-04-04
 Image of the date they received certified Mail

 April 6, 2022 at 11:58 am
 LANSING, MI 48924

 —————————————————–
 To The Michigan House of Representatives

 101st Legislature
 I Robert Gregory Boensch Am Formerly presenting this Document as a Remonstrance

 A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common People of Michigan
 Drafted by Robert Gregory Boensch

 Preamble
 I am a common man and this document is for all the people of this state. It is for our children

who have
 not fully learned what a State is and how government works they don’t know they have (that

operation
 is by omission and deceit).This information is also for our Elderly and people that are

challenged that
 are unaware of why events happens in this world around us. And its also for all the people

that are not
 interested or too scared to get involved in Governmental affairs. And, for the ones in power

that have
 usurped power as impersonators abusing their false powers against the common good for

the people.
 And this remonstrance is to be restricted to our God given Rights and everything that is

disclosed and
 referenced. And not to be expanded upon or altered in any way unless agree upon by the

Author and
 creator Robert Gregory Boensch.

 ————————————————–
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It is with this Knowledge that I present this Document to you today. This Document is drafted
my

 myself today with the interest in the well being of all of the people in this Great State of
Michigan.

 And with full knowledge and hope that the other State and territories of this Great nation will
take note

 of what is enclosed and alter and adapt any part of the elements that are to be disclose
herein for the

 benefit of their own land.
 ———————————————–

 Remonstrant were used in this state and this is not a new concept but a very hidden one,
and now we

 will go to some history for the founding of this state and how it was created.
 You need to down load the PDF and click the links through out this document to see all.

 Find the documents on this click here 1835 CONSTITUTION OF MICHIGAN
 in 1836 after the constitution a remonstrance was used 5 times as noted in the

 1835-1836 Journal of the Senate
 ——————————–

 Part one Evidence being presented
 Part two what redress is being sought.

 Page 1of 9
 Part one Evidence being presented

 President Donald Trump says this Inauguration Day marks the transfer of power back to the
People.

 Trump: We are transferring power from DC back to people
 President Donald Trump says this Inauguration Day marks the transfer of power back to the

People
 President Trump Proclaims The People of America are Sovereign

 —————————————————————–
 Fourteenth Amendment

 Section 1
 All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof,

are citizens
 of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any

law which
 shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State

deprive
 any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person

within its
 jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

 The three Day Congress
 117th United States Congress January 3, 2021 – January 6, 2021.

 People on January 6 2021 Did President Trump Shut Down The United States Congress
before the
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Electoral collage votes were certified???
————————————-

 President Trump Speaks to the crowd this.
 254. Proclamation to disperse

 Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the militia or the armed forces under
this chapter,

 he shall, by proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably
to their

 abodes within a limited time.
 Video Evidence 2021-1-06

 Our President of The Unites States of America Proclamation to disperse (while in office).
 Donald Trump tells supporters to ‘go home’ after they storm Capitol

 Donald Trump tells supporters to ‘go home’ after they storm Capitol Archive backup
 page 2 of 9

 ============================================
 Written in Law

 Office of the Law Revision Counsel United States Code
 10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse

 254. Proclamation to disperse.
 Whenever the President considers it necessary to use the militia or the armed forces under

this chapter,
 he shall, by proclamation, immediately order the insurgents to disperse and retire peaceably

to their
 abodes within a limited time.

 + Article 4 of the constitution concerns the state
 +Section 1:mandates that all states will honor the laws off all other states;

 this ensures, that for example, if a couple is married in Florida is also considered married in
Arizona, or

 that someone convicted of a crime in Virginia is consider guilty by Wyoming.
 +Section 2 guarantees that citizens of one state be treated equally and fairly like all citizens

of another.
 It also says that if a person is accused of a crime in one other state flees to another, they will

be
 returned to the state they fled from. This section also has a clause dealing with fugitive

slaves that no
 longer applies.
 + Section 3: concerns the admittance of new states and the control of federal lands.

 + Section 4: Ensures a republican form of government (representative democracy”
 and both of which are opposed to a monarchical or aristocratic scheme-the states derives

its power from
 the people, not from a king or gentry, and guarantees that the federal government will

protect the
 states against invasion and insurrection.

 ===================================================
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Page 3 of 9
In January 2021, like in most presidential inauguration years, the United States Marshal’s
Service

 deputized thousands of law enforcement officers and Army National Guardsmen.
 A Deputation Story 2021

 Written in Law
 Department of Defense Law of war Manual 2016

 1236 pages
 17.4.3

 As part of its emergency regulations, a State may establish special
 or emergency courts for cases involving unprivileged belligerents or other persons

suspected of
 committing offenses related to the non-international armed conflict.

 Such courts must be regularly constituted and afford all the judicial guarantees that are
 recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.84 Such courts may distinguish based on

 nationality.85 The procedures of such courts may deviate from those applicable during
ordinary

 Proclamation of martial law was the only provision in case of disturbances endangering the
security of

 the state. It would have entailed handing over all powers to the military authority and
suspending

 private and public liberties.
 =============================================

 Government and Parliament considered this step too extreme. Hence they devised a new
contingency,

 the so-called ‘state of emergency,’
 The government in turn gave authority to regulate movements of persons and goods, assign

places of
 residence, create forbidden zones, order searches, ban meetings, control the press, dissolve

 associations, collect reparations for willful damage and for aid given to the rebels, suspend
or transfer

 civil servants, deprive elected representatives of their seats, postpone by-elections, and
delegate certain
civil powers to the military.

 (“No country which relies on the law of the land to regulate the lives of its citizens can afford
to see

 that law flouted by its own government, even in an insurgency situation. In other words
everything

 done by a government and its agents in combating insurgency must be legal. But this does
not mean

 that the government must work within exactly the same set of laws during an insurgency as
existed

 beforehand, because it is a function of a government when necessary. It does not mean that
the law
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must be administered in exactly the same way during an uprising as it was in more peaceful
times,

 because once again a government has the power to modify the way in which the law is
administered if

 necessary, for the well being of the people, although the exercise of such power is usually –
and rightly

 – subject to considerable constitutional restraint.”).
 Page 4 of 9

 ===========================
 Written in Law

 Constitution of the United States Fourteenth Amendment Section 3
 section 3

 No person shall be a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of President and
Vice-President,

 or hold any office, civil or military, under the United States, or under any State, who, having
previously

 taken an oath, as a member of Congress, or as an officer of the United States, or as a
member of any

 State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to support the
Constitution of the

 United States, shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid
or comfort

 to the enemies thereof. But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove
such

 disability.
 =======================================

 Written in Law
 Imposing Certain Sanctions in the Event of Foreign Interference in a United States Election

Executive
 Order 13848 of September 12, 2018.

 Written in Law
 Treason

 ===============================
 “All Legislative Powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the United States,

which shall
 consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.”

 “The people have a right in an Orderly and peaceable manner, to assemble and consult upon
the

 common good, give instructions to their representatives; and to request of the legislative
body, by way

 of petition or remonstrance, redress of the wrongs done them, and of the grievances they
suffer.”

 ===============================
 Part two what redress is being sought.
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And here by request that this State of Michigan To Review and investigate all of the Above
elements

 presented and other elements of crimes that have be waged upon myself and others That
are known

 publicly or to be brought forward by Robert Gregory Boensch to be included in this
Document at a

 later day.
 and use the law as required to do the following and to expand the breath of these requests

to include
 any and all others laws that are applicable to cover all actions that were carried out and

include
 all the party’s involved even those that are not stated in this documents.

 ==============================
I am also demanding to make every Court in Michigan a Common Law Court. And the
abolishment of

 this State’s bar association and demand that no member of said bar or any other states bar
to participate

 in any legal mater in the State of Michigan. And fore the Abandonment of all statutory laws in
this

 state of Michigan for the history and use of many of these laws are to hurt and eat off the
substance of

 the common people of Michigan by those in Power and it has been proven time and time
again by my

 personal experience of the actions that were carried against Me and others that I am a
witness To.

 Page 5 of 9
 ===============================

 please redress and declare that this state will act as a Republic form of Government.
 Article IV Section 4, shall be incorporated into our state constitution, For This will benefit all

people by
 placing the power where it belongs -To We the People of the State of Michigan

 Question was there Arrest made after the Insurrection act was proclaimed January 6 2021
 Per the Article 4 of the Constitution and who was arrested.

 ====================================
 I am asking for These Special or Emergency Courts to be created for carrying out justice for

the people
 of Michigan.

 17.4.3
 As part of its emergency regulations, a State may establish special or emergency courts for

cases
 involving unprivileged belligerents or other persons suspected of committing offenses

related to the
 non-international armed conflict.

 And
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Impeach any and all the people in the state of Michigan that took and oath of office to the
constitution of the State of Michigan and or The United States of America and remove them
from

 office that committed crimes against any of this states common people and include all
others being in

 state
 ========================================

 To Impeach all of the members of the United States Congress that are from my State and
 All of the Members of This States Senate and House of Representatives including any one

else holding
 an office in Michigan and remove them and their staff from office!” That were an influencing

member
 and or voting member that participated In any one or more of the following acts

 The 2021 election Insurrection
 The First impeachment of President Donald John Trump.

 And-Or The Second impeachment of President Donald J Trump
 And-Or That also voted for the Electoral collage votes to Joe Biden.

 And expunge from the record in this state these impeachment records of President Donald
John Trump

 and plea with the United States Congress to do the Same.
 And in my State Your are requested to do the following.

 Remove all of the electoral collage votes that were pledged for Joe Biden under fraud.
 and audit all of my states vote polling places by September 1 2022

 To end this the militia or the armed forces control under the 2020 election fraud
 ===================================================

 To remove and bar SERCO and other Operators, Controllers, Partner’s and Ownership Ship
completely

 from all strategic Businesses and government entities in Michigan from foreign countries.
 Page 6 of 9

 =========================
 And I Robert Gregory Boensch Reserve the Right to add any and All

 Evidence elements and or Documents that I have or will receive about any and all crimes.
 That I have been a witness to or been a victim of For the fact many Witness are at risk today.

 And request these crimes be investigated and prosecuted to the fullest of the Law.
 Furthermore be it dully noted that the complexity of the crimes that were commented

Against
 Me personally and my Family and others are So complex and as they become forth.

 I am Requesting For these retribution to be address as addendum’s to this Remonstrance.
==================================

 Questions to Answer
 Who are the People and Countries that interfered in our 2020 Election.

 Was Congress suspended after President Trump Spoke these Words on Jan 6 2021.
 Was one of the above Laws Violated on or around Nov 3 2020 or January 6 to 20 2021.

 Was certifying the 2020 Presidential Electoral College a Crime.
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Question Did congress to do and illegal Vote on the Electoral College.
Question would this nullifies all of the Electoral collage votes to Joe Biden under fraud etc.

 And makes the claim of voter fraud in 2020 open for investigation in each state.
 ====================================

 Constitution for the United States Fourteenth Amendment Section 3.
 Question Every member of congress that voted to accept the electoral collage votes for Joe

 Biden.
 Was a willing Member of this November 3 2020 President election Insurrection

 And shall be removed from office By the Military?
 Every member of congress that voted for the articles of impeachment of

 President Trump.
 and Every Member of the Senate that Voted for Impeachment of President Trump.

 Did so as an Act of rebellion against the same
 And shall be removed from office By the Military?

 ======================================
 Question

 For any body in The United State congress Or in Each State’s Senate and House of
 Representatives.” that participated in these crimes. Should they be allowed to vote?

 Page 7 of 9
 But Congress may by a vote of two-thirds of each House, remove such disability.?

 I think Not
 If you commented a crime in this country in any court of law

 can you demand to sit on the jury that is hearing your case
 any congress member guilty can not sit in the jury!!!

 ===================================
 To Those in My State that accepted the electoral collage votes for Joe Biden

 You can not participate in voting for such relief in this remonstrance.
 And what kind of Retribution do we need for our injuries and financial losses.

 And please address the Harm to the United States Citizens that such action has caused and
Give

 retribution to such Victims in a just way as they seem fit.
 This Insurrection

 That was carried out against the People of These States on November 3 2020.
 This Was declared By President Trump on Jan 6 2021

 By proclamation.
 ================================

 A Declaration By Robert Gregory Boensch
 Everything that is in this Document was investigated By Me and Found to be True

 to the extent that the elements presented to me are authentic and true.
 From a Common Sovereign Man

 Robert Gregory Boensch
 ________________________ ____________

 2022-04-04
 “notice to principal is notice to agent, notice to agent is notice principal”
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the requirement for a 30 day notice for response.
=============================

 To Jason Wentworth Speaker of the House
 164 Capitol Building

 P.O. Box 30014
 Lansing, MI 48909-7514

 Phone: (517) 373-8962 Email:
 Page 8 of 9

 House Clerk’s Office
 House of Representatives

 PO Box 30014
 Lansing, MI 48909-7514

 Secretary of the Senate
 517-373-2400

 Michigan State Senate |PO Box 30036 |
 Lansing, MI 48909-7536

 Arenac County Clerks Office Nancy Selle, County Clerk
 P O Box 747

 120 N Grove Street
 Standish, MI 48658
 From a Common Sovereign Man

 Robert Gregory Boensch
 __________________________________Date___________

Page 9 of 9
 +++

 RGB
 +++

 Robert G Boensch
 +++

 Robert Gregory Boensch

Robert covers a lot of ground, but that does not mean is is not of value. It actually should be READ
by more people taking the time to thing about the implications of what is being said.

This is real, annotated and referenced documentation that talks about the rights of citizens and the
rights of the military and military law.

Robert has said all of this before and has not separated it in to separate posts for the various topics,
but in fairness if you separate it, would it fulfill is mission. I think not.

READ his post like your FREEDOM depends on it. Because it does.

I agree completely with you Dr. John!
 If freedom from the State is going to be achieved, THIS is the way it must be done. Mr. Boensch

has a great legal mind and it is a shame that public places such as this one are cluttered with
garbage heckling commentary by cretins.
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I hope Mr. Boensch will attempt to keep us informed of progress he makes in dealing with Michigan.
It is too bad for us that we haven’t been taught the procedures of the law, and are dumbed down to
the point of asininity when seeing one of us go into the courtroom for the benefit of all of us.

 Bravo, Mr. Boensch!

Judy Note on What We Think We Know:

The difference between animals and humans: animals would never allow the dumbest one in the
pack to lead the pack.

This week Supreme Court Judge Clarence Thomas was said to be making an announcement about
POTUS’s decision on the Brunson Case, which charged that Biden, Harris and certain members of
Congress committed treason by failing to investigate 350 formal complaints of 2020 Election Fraud.
If ruled in Brunson’s favor that did, in fact, happen, it would dissolve the Biden Administration and all
of Congress.

I hope it’s a favorable decision. This could spell out “the end” for Biden the illegitimate president.

History Lesson for Today

Keep in mind what all historians refuse to speak to is after King George was allowed to take
controls with his 1783 Definitive Treaty of Peace was the chosen Rule of Law by all 13 Colonies.
This too would change everything, not just control over the monetary system. The Common law
for America as entitled ‘Colonial Law, by Reinsch’, he sums up what the Thirteen Colonies
considered to be the final bases for all law in America or ever to be in America… “the colonies
were so impressed with the idea of an overruling law of nature that the laws of God and so-called
natural laws were regarded as the true laws, and all temporal legislation was considered to be
binding only in so far as it was an expression of this natural law” Yes, back then there were some
moral white hats. James Wilson, the foremost lawyer at the Constitutional Convention, a signer of
the Declaration of Independence, and a man who was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1789 and
was well familiar with this legal principal stated above called Natural Law and stated; “Parliament
may, unquestionably, be controlled by natural or revealed law, proceeding from divine authority”.  

However, due to the Treaty We the People got the King’s Rule of Law form. He and the King’s men
overruled this with their man-made Laws of the Sea, Maritime, and Admiralty Law.

And Then Came
 +++

 RGB.
 And the Walls came tumbling Down.

REMONSTRANCE.
 Brings Back

 an overruling law of nature that the laws of God and
 so-called natural laws were regarded as the true laws,

 This Message is Brought to you
 By A

 moral white hat.
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You very own
Commander

 +++
 Robert Gregory Boensch

Last edited 4 hours ago by Robert Gregory Boensch

One of your best post, except the signature.

You are not “our very own Commander,” that would be considered commander of all states. You are
self proclaimed over one state and need to clarify in a clear, brief manner, that others can
understand why and how you make such a claim with links to documents submitted to the state and
their recognition of receipt and concurrence.

As far as I know the state has not recognized your documents and their lack of response is your
authority to accept the position of commander; that is not good enough.

I agree your state and many other along with the Federal government are corrupt and we need to
do something, challenge them, but without a way to get them to accept your authority and submit to
your decisions there is no difference, no change in power or criminal behavior. You to them are a
China doll, a commander on paper only.

I am for example the head of our household… as long as my wife lets me!

Not trying to be negative or mean, but you need to demonstrate why others should follow your lead
in simple and clear terms that they can get behind. Messages like the above post are much better
and get the point across. “Our very own commander,” for me sets a negative tone since you were
not chosen by us to lead or speak for us.

I know you mean well and maybe I am overreacting to what you meant. Maybe you did not mean an
attempt to claim authority over us as I interpreted. That does not sound like you.

Mr. Boensch, I applaud your effort, and if I were still living in Michigan, I would attempt to assist you
in any way I could.

I saw one too at 5 am the other day. Like it was meant just for me 🙂

I hope that they drained those anal pus bags under his eyes. You have to be mindful of pollution.

Judy Note: it is my personal opinion that:

Tier 4b (Us, the Internet Group)will be notified of our currency exchange and ZIM redemption
appointments right after Biden left office – which could easily happen this week.

Biden would likely soon gone as a result of 459 criminal indictments set to be filed against him and
his associates. On Tues. 17 Oct. a 634 page report was released that showed Biden and his
associates may have committed 140 business crimes, 191 sex crimes, and 128 drug crimes. The
634-page report on Hunter Biden’s laptop.

I Really hope it’s true but I didn’t hear anything about Biden being indicted yesterday October 17th.
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Did you?

Strike hears all sorts of things.

The thing is, no one else does.

They should never give out dates since they are never meet and never pan out at all.
 People have been saying stuff like that for years now. Heck, only one hanging this whole week and

that is suppose to slow down the Deep State. The guy retired like most of the other people
supposedly arrested and hanged on this site.

They don’t even know he is missing at this point.

Why Pedo-joe was EXECUTED some years ago, How many time are they going to EXECUTE this
asshole/ Indict an EXECUTED ASSHOLE, LoL

I pray finally Joe Biden sees justice. At this point the most irritating people are those who still think
he will never pay for his crimes.

Which makes sense that a speaker is in [PAUSE].
 Kamala is not eligible. So that leaves us with the military?

Congress can elect someone… anyone to Speaker of the House and to President of the United
States that is a natural born American citizen; when the Vice President is not capable of accepting
the role.

Trump is a good example and that would leave him in line to accept the Presidency if Congress did
not do it right away.

By the way we, the White Hats, own Congress. If Congress is corrupt then you are correct the
military could temporarily take over, until legal elections could be held.

LoL Israel owns the US CONGRESS, the American tax payers paid for the ownership but jews own
it, The TRUSTED RIGHTEOUS US MILITARY SHOULD FINALLY TAKE OUT AND TAKE DOWN
THE US CONGRESS and THE EXECUTIVE BRANCHES , ALTHOUGH THIS SHOULD HAVE
BEEN DONE SOMETIME AGO, OR IS THIS A BIG SECRET TOO?

Just when you think it’s over, God almighty sends you a miracle.

But you haven open your heart to receive it.

Pray for the children

Six million enslaved

Please if you can donate to operation underground railroad – they’re saving the children.

End child trafficking – underground railroad.

“God bless America”
 “God Bless America”
 Is both am anthem and a prayer – a petition for God’s blessings upon the nation – a reaffirmation of
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the scared truth that we need Heaven’s Blessings to see us through the days ahead.

“When storms clouds gather”, as it seems they always do, we surely need that Light from above.
With hearts stirred in humble gratitude for this land that we love, let us join in joyful prayer,”God
Bless America”.

Has anybody else seen this—–Elon has bought Ford Motor—–love him or not you gotta admire him
—-he knows how to leverage money and use everybody Elses money—–he is amazing—-AI is
taking over quickly—-Heck, for all we know Elon just may be AI—

He may have just saved Ford. We’re going to stop building the F Truck series and outsource car
manufacturing!

Thank God and I thought nuclear war was our biggest worry.

But seriously… who the F gives a F about the
 F truck series at this time other than Elon?

The whole world.
 The F series is the number one selling vehicle in the world. Elon is at the top of the list as for auto

driving and electric cars and trucks. So it would make perfect sence for him to buy a pre-established
car company here in the US, if he bought Ford.

With him at the helm when Biden outsources all of American jobs to China for electric vehicles we
will at least have one company left in America that produces some of them right here at home.

 If Elon actually bought Ford, which I haven’t heard or read yet.

BACK to CHINA, it was in a SECRET E.O, that TRUMP signed and left for his PROTEGE Pedo- joe
Biden to take care of

Not the real Elon.. he’s been gone a long time ago.. last I heard he was supposed to buy GMC.. I
just watched the strike on with Ford.. they walked out.. no deals..

That would make more sense than anything else. I noticed that Putin 2.0 recently complimented
Elon Musk for his business savvy and it tipped me off too. Thank you for mentioning this because
it’s not often factored into happenings on this site for some odd reason

If Elon is an AI then maybe he can or already has figured out the solutions to our global problems
before we blow everything up.

The thing with AI is it is like military equipment, you don’t hear about it till after it is already in use.
 AI has been around and now the governments of the world can no longer keep it a secret. We the

people are just starting to hear just how much they are using it on us.

True. I did a big project in 2009 and the results were compared to AI which had compiled the same
results.

EXECUTED: General Mark Milley, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, on treason charges,
realrawnews. Com /2023/ 10/ mark-milley-hanged-at-gitmo / realrawnews .com /2023 /09/ general-
mark-milley-arrested; crimes gainst humanity including  mandating forced vaccinations on US
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servicemembers, including vaccinating infants of female servicemembers and
dependents.conspiracy with Lloyd Austin with both men signing   thirty-four documents enriching
Volodymyr Zelenskyy with billions of dollars in cash and weapons without Congress’ approval;
WITH THE BIDENS IN DELAWARE ON OCTOBER 2, 2020, CONSPIRACY TO MURDER
PRESIDENT TRUMP. 

Edward Lansdale was a co-conspirator in the assassination of President John Fitzgerald Kennedy
on /11/22/63, according to Col. Fletcher Prouty, (died 2001) with other deep state traitors and CIA
operators.

General Maxwell Taylor was JCOS under Kennedy. Was he deep state, too? Or one of the good
guys?

www .youtube .com/ watch?v=O0XC8Yia8-4

www. youtube .com/ watch?v=-lfrDnCjJuQ

www. youtube. com/ watch?v=mA24SjmW8Xo

NOTHING IS MORE FRIGHTENING THAN A JCOS GENERAL PLOTTING THE
ASSASSINATION OF HIS COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF.

What’s so funny about that? I’ll tell you: nothing. It’s not funny. I usually ignore the moronic trolling
but your laughing is offensive

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it was honest to goodness yet
my closest companion is earning 16 thousand bucks a month by working on the connection, that
was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must try this job
now by just using

  this site.. w w w.P a y a t h o m e 7.c o m

Last edited 13 hours ago by barshembar

Israel vs Hamas is a False Flag. Khazarian mafia in Israel is trying to get more money. Don’t give
them a dime. Tell them to go to hell.

$50 Billion a year for the last 30 years is not enough?? they live like kings over there and
Americans are homeless and bankrupt..

 enemies of America:
 ZIonists, Muslim Brotherhood, MExican Cartels, CCP, Indian Brahmin caste system fascists, All

want American blood and treasure for their own ends..
 Kent, Wa.. Endless flood of refugees… find them lounging in parks during the day with 4 or 5 kids..

or shopping at local thrift shops.. they hit the jack pot.. they don’t work, don’t speak English.. just
taking up space and getting free shit off hard working Americans who didn’t invite them into our
neighborhoods and do not want them here breeding us out of the majority in our own country..
welfare parasites taking over America and Western Europe.. all the have to do is reproduce and
take over our country as we foot the bill..
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$2200 per immigrant, free health care and NOW Biden ORDERED THE BANKS TO APPROVE
HOME LOANS FOR THEM✔💯

I’m amazed that you can make these comments, which I’m starting to agree with, but you’re not
having your comments deleted like mine have been.

The only way to deal with the Kardashians is to stop watching their show and stop buying their
cosmetics. Otherwise the nightmare will continue

I DID NOT KNOW YOU COULD HANG THE SAME MAN TWICE BECAUSE HE WAS HANGED
LAST YEAR AT GITMO !!!!

Yep.. so it said.. that’s why I don’t believe the stories… Awesome writing but fiction

NOT TRUE! I’ve read everything ever on RRN. Milley was never featured. If I’m wrong please
reveale the date so we can all read it.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Usual Suspect

Well one thing is for sure—-If war does break out and Iran is involved in it—–they will cease to exist
——It is reported with pictures Israel is taking possession of their 7th submarine from Germany and
their weapons systems can hit every part of Iran-It will encompass new rocket systems and new few
cells along with much more—–just a heads up——-

Israel is Khazarian mafia scum and they deserve to be destroyed. Give Palestine back their land.
Hang bibi in public.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Mark David

Give Palestine back their land—–better redue that post—–I think you mean Palestinians—–tell me
when did they ever own that property or when was that a nation——

ok Linda—-tell this ignorant soul the facts—–you are so adamant give me the facts——with all the
intel out there surely it should be at your finger tips—-teach me o great one—-you want to hate and
be bitter so surely you have facts to support your bitterness—

Good riddance to savage animals.

Arabs are a bestial, sub-human, homoerectus species that has not evolved to the level of being
able to assimilate into a civilized society.

CONCLUSION: They are too dangerous to live with.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

yes, they want to dump their islamic scum on our neighborhoods, just like Afgans, Iraquis and now
Palestinians.. We don’t want them Either!@! just like their neighbors Egypt and Jordan.. SHUT THE
FUCKING DOOR!! NO ROOM AT THE INN!!! NO more 3rd world illiterate useless PARASITES
sucking off American’s Big TIT!

As far as I know, it is people from South America invading the US, not people from Iraq,
Afghanistan, Palestine, and Egypt.
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Also, I know that it was Americans from the USA who invaded Iraq, and Afganistan, ignited the
revolution in Egypt, and declared so-called “Democracy”. How about Europe? Who was bombing
Yugoslavia? The USA. Who ignited the Orange Revolution in Ukraine? The USA. Who ignited the
Rose Revolution in Tbilisi, Georgia? The USA.

Do you want more? Open a history book and read.

just like Tucker said.. we invade and then we get “invaded”.. by the refugees of all the neo con
wars. We are getting invaded by Refugees from Middle East and Africa.. i see them everyday. they
live a carefree life.. they shop and go the parks during the day with their 5 or 6 kids each getting
food stamps. They are parasites on American taxpayers. They do not belong in AMerica. We are
not some globalist free for all bonanza for 3rd world invaders. It makes me sick when i go to the
park and there are foreigners who don’t speak English with hijabs on… acting like they OWN the
place… SETTLERS.. NOT immigrants or refugees.. COLONIZERS is what they are!!! They do not
BELONG in this HEMISPHERE!!!

The US is controlled by the same Khazarian cabal syndicate that controls the rest of the world.
They have created and started every single war that we’ve ever fought in. They use the US military
to fight their wars. Every war has been for their own personal gain, while at the expense of the
people and at the expense of our soldiers who have lost their lives and suffered – while thinking
they were defending our country from an enemy that never really existed. These people are truly
evil.

We have been taking down and exposing all of this for the people to see over the past 3-1/2 years,
which is why they call this the great awakening. We are exposing all them and they can no longer
hide.

The rope would be too good for these people.

You do not have to explain to me who is behind all this horror. I know it. 
You explain it to the people in the Middle East and everywhere where US soldiers were settled: to
Japanese people when US soldiers raped their girls, Vientam people, Egyptians, people of Siria,
people of Afghanistan, and so on and on.

And you are parasite CUNT, you will BURN in HELL, YOU CAN COUNT ON IT!

Dave Kelly is one of the head Neanderthals around here. Runners up are KillEmAll, nice handle,
and C22, who will melt down unless he’s complimented.

I have the feeling that any woman who’s with you, paid or otherwise, feels like she’s burning in hell
the minute she’s in your presence.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Tzippo

Really??? “sub-human, that has not evolved to the level of being able to assimilate into a civilized
society”?

When Arabs invented numbers, al-gebra, and so on America did not even exist.
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When Abu Simbel (Avicenna) was writing his tractates on medicine, his research in medicine, and
his recipes, Europe was dying from different sicknesses because of dirty streets, dirty hands, and all
consequences of anti-sanitary.

So, please, be careful with your words.

I actually agree with her. Sub-humans, aka savages, do things like behead babies, rape and kill
women and immolate people. Those inventions were long ago, and others have invented things
since.

You shouldn’t be telling others how or what to think. We are all entitled to our opinions.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Gina

Right. So, I have my opinion. And if you have noticed, I do not ignite people to kill anybody or call
some nations half-humans. Before saying something like that you better read some history books.

Trying to silence someone’s thought because it’s uncomfortable to you is not okay. Everyone is
entitled to their own opinion and if you don’t like it, ignore the comment. Besides, who made you the
fact checker?

Censorship is dangerous and it’s part of the reason why our society is so messed up right now.

Nope, Iran has more than Israel knows.. Its going to be called.. “Israels mistake”.. a oops.. buckle
up, cuz it’s coming here✔

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky said that the more weapons from the West arrive in his
country, the more lives will be saved, commenting that “it is cheaper for other countries to
support Ukraine now than to increase the risks of World War III.”

 These statements were retorted by the deputy chairman of the Russian Security
Council, Dmitry Medvedev, who wrote on his Telegram account that “the dog of Kiev is still
barking” and is trying to demonstrate its “fighting ability”. “What’s that? The contradictory twilight
of a drug-soaked mind? A delusion of insecurity? Pressure from benefactors? A general persistent
paranoia? All of this together,” he said. 

In addition, the former Russian president called Zelensky’s statements “a hysterical manifesto of the
Kiev regime to consolidate the Nazi elite, keep the morale of the troops high and obtain new
support from their sponsors.” 

 And he assured that it requires “the massive destruction of personnel and military equipment used
by the Nazi regime in the counteroffensive”, “the total defeat of the enemy and the definitive
overthrow of the Nazi regime in Kiev”, in addition to “the carrying out of acts of retaliation against
key figures of the Nazi regime”. 

 If this doesn’t happen “they won’t calm down, the drug delusions could become a reality,” he
continued, adding that in this way the conflict “could drag on for a long time,” which is “not good” for
his country. 

www .canal26. com /internacionales /medvedev-ataco-a-zelenski-por-pedirle-mas-armamento-a-
occidente-para-ucrania–341189
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Military forces of potential participants in the conflict in the Middle East

� Israel
 170,000 soldiers, 360,000 reservists, potentially another 40,000 of them may be called to report;

300 tanks, 600 fighter planes;

 USA
 More than 30,000 soldiers; more than 100 aircraft at the base in Qatar, and on each of the aircraft

carriers about 90 more aircraft, helicopters and drones;

� Hamas
 15,000 soldiers with the possibility of mobilizing about 50,000 more; they don’t have tanks, except

maybe trophy ones, as far as aviation is concerned, only small drones are known to have it;

� Islamic Jihad
 8,000-9,000 fighters; they don’t have heavy equipment, except maybe trophy equipment, they don’t

have airplanes, only small drones

� Hezbollah
 100,000 fighters, more than 100,000 “surface-to-surface” missiles, in terms of aviation, the situation

is the same as with Hamas and “Islamic Jihad”

� Iran
 610,000 soldiers, plus one million and three hundred thousand reservists; 2,000 tanks, more than

500 planes.

Must. Is Satan’s throne. BUT, the real reason is that demonic forces “the real rulers” are coming to
invade and destroy the earth. It is the coming war of the worlds, the war of the demons.

If Israel goes so will the rest of the world. Have you ever thought of talking to a mental health
professional?

These cell they are all referring to are ENTIRELY FUNDED and FACILITATED by the PARASITE
USER TERRORIST STATE OF ISRAEL, USA , ENGLAND and numerous Deep State entities,
THIS IS FACT PEOPLE, ALL of this information has been revealed so WAKE THE FUCK UP,
KNOW YOUR REAL ENEMY.

Yes we’ve seen only some them protesting in the streets this week in support of the Palestinians.

We can’t let our guard down or they’ll be murdering us in our homes too.

Just what the Cabal wants. Fewer of us to resist them.

All this war and death would not be happening if The Deep State had not succeeded in their Coup
d’etat of the 2020 election and the duly elected President: Donald J. Trump.

How much further down this road must we go before he is Rightfully reinstated Into the Oval Office?

As Commander-In-Chief he CANNOT; he MUST NOT allow The Cabal to imprison him

Instead I pray he will call on all his powers as CIC:
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God the military and the people to shield him.

TRUMP the DECEIVER and LIAR allowed the cheat and rip-off of the 2020 ELECTION TO
HAPPEN, HE LET PEDO-JOE and the zionist satanist degenerate parasite jews to take over the
EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, THE KIKES ALREADY HAD
TAKEN OVER THE LEGISLATIVE BRANCH DECADES BEFORE THIS IS FACT, WAKE UP
PEOPLE , WAKE UP AMERICANS DO NOT LET TRUMP AND THE KIKES TAKE THE
EXECUTIVE BRANCH OVER AGAIN.

That’s just an excuse they make to keep people fooled.
 Like I said before Donny has strong ties with the black nobility, I tried to post links to the information,

but it didn’t get approval.
 I guess Baxter doesn’t want people to decide if the information bares consideration.

If Trump were for real he would have stopped the illegitimate congress from taking power, instead
he just use stall tactics like the carrot on the stick to keep his supporters complacent.

Trump speaks of 2024 and the trumpsters have no problem what so ever that the fraud machine is
still in place and the congress is illegitimate.

As you can see his stall tactics works quite well.

Trump has strong ties with the black nobility. I tried to post the source I had showing him with the
different members, but it did not get approval. I guess Baxter didn’t want people to see it.

The Jesuits want civil war in USA to consolidate their power, and wish to polarize the population as
much as possible, that is why they allowed the election of Donald Trump.

 They are promoting Trump as the savior to right wing alternative population. It was easy for the
Jesuits to convince the Rothschilds to promote hate of Trump through the Rothschild controlled
mass media.Then it was even easier for the Jesuits to convince most of the alternative population
that Trump must be the good guy if the media hate him so much.

Don’t look for Donny to do anything … he won’t. You forget the fraud machine is still in place as the
people who are behind the election fraud. Not to mention the congress still being illegitimate. If
Donny prevails in 2024 with the fraud machine still in place it will mean the deep state allowed it.

The good news is the black nobility plan will fail and the planet will be liberated.

How do you know it is fake? Can you prove it?

I’m not surprised trumpsters won’t believe it, they will have to learn the hard way.
 Here is a snip from an op-ed … is this fake news from newsandview? This is dated from 5 years

ago.
 snip:
 Lets recap some things we already know about Trump’s deceit to date:

Trump has bombed Syria twice – both times in a mad rush before any “gassings” evidence
was ever made available, yet real evidence did eventually prove that both gassing events never
happened
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Trump expelled Russian diplomats – based upon the totally bogus UK Skripal case and
again in a rush with no tangible evidence whatsoever having been presented
Trump is back pedaling on the TPP – and now claims he is looking at enacting the Trans
Pacific Partnership as part of a potential upcoming trade war with China
Trump states he is ready to ignore due process in taking guns – as a knee-jerk reaction to
the blatant Parkland shooting false flag. He initially claims it would be for the mentally ill, but
remember that pretty much anything can be classified as mental illness today (at least 1 in 6
Americans are on psychiatric drugs)
Trump blocked attempts at non-Obamacare insurance coverage – even though Idaho
made the bold step to try to make it available
Trump has surrounded himself with hard core Zionists and Neocons – He’s taken mass
amounts of money from the likes of arch-Zionist Sheldon Adelson. He’s a long time family
buddy of arch-Zionist Bibi Netanyahu who could be indicted in Israel at any minute on
corruption charges. He’s appointed arch-Neo-Con John Bolton as the National Security
Advisor. And his Zionist son-in-law and daughter (“Javanka”), in a blatant display of nepotism,
have been given official seats in his cabinet
Trump has announced Jerusalem as the capital of Israel – helping fulfill a Zionist-
Rothschild-Luciferian wet dream – so much so that Sheldon Adelson will help pay for the new
US embassy there
Trump, his cabinet, and the Q psy-op are now all making clear threats on Iran – a pure
Zionist play that has nothing to do with MAGA end

But don’t worry, their plan will fail and the planet will be liberated despite them fooling people .

If Trump turns out to be controlled opposition he will be arrested along with the others by the
resistance force.

Well, I wonder what else is going on with the White Hats. Now that Milley is dead the Military should
be coming back to normal. Right?

Long way to go. 40% of the military were black hats and the clean out started in earnest last
October. Fortunately, most of the experienced war fighters are white hats. The black hats have a
huge number of desk jockeys.

I think the cleanup and removal of the known black hats started early in trumps presidency and is
probably continuing to this day as they find the embedded deep state shills. Obama removed a
large number of top officers that were loyal to the constitution and he replaced them with deep
staters.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Gina

Your guess is probably about as good as any Rose.

No guarantees in war.

Last edited 12 hours ago by Kay Mitchell
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Michael, the email address at the bottom of your page keeps getting bounced back to me. Thank
you

Joke’s on them, MB doesn’t care enough to do anything about trolls and probably didn’t even check
that email address when it was working

Have to agree, Rock and Roll – Hoochie Koo, bring it on.

Will have my epitaph prewritten cause my wife would probably screw that up too, no different than
making garlic bread, always burnt, with one lame-brain excuse after another.

Be nice if wife gets caught in the crossfire, haven’t figured that out yet, hope opportunity comes my
way – Yippie Ki-Yay.

I pity your estranged wife and hope she gets out of range before you try to shoot her.

Start YouTube vid at 31:30 mark. “Redacted News” having 2.16 M viewers.

Vid titled:
 High Alert! No one is ready for what’s coming.

youtube com/live/ki8Tgid7YFw?si=Z4rizqCJgMqZxhIm

Officers can not get demoted to a an enlisted pay grade. If an officer gets demoted for bad conduct,
the worst pay grade deduction would be to a 2nd lieutenant.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Trent

But the story isn’t as much fun without the demotion. In RRN World the rules don’t matter.

P.S. he was appointed by Congress and some tribunal can’t change that.

By Congress? – try the Deep State Democrats & RINO’s. Yes, JAG can do that. You don’t know
jack.

I do not believe that a general who is tried and found to be a TRAITOR and then sentenced to hang
can’t be demoted below 2nd Lt.

Well who was the last general tried for treason ? I doubt there was a law on the books about chain
of demotion .

“Ethel”, is worse than an idiot. Ethel is a troll and a straight-up ISIS/Hamas sympathizer who uses a
dozen other names on this board to spew anti-Israeli propaganda, obscenities and distractions.

The Other Alts:
 “Harrison_Bergeron”Biggs, Julie, JB ll, Exile, Bofa. Wozz, Russell, noname and many more.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

It is disappointing when someone who puts israel and Ukraine before the US isn’t put in a position
of power.

 It doesn’t matter since the congress is illegitimate.
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Heard earlier today that Biden was approving $100m for the Palestinians. I wonder how much came
back to “the big guy” from that windfall.

The Biden Crime Family will have to pay the Big guys a lion’s share of all ill-gotten gains.

The swamp rats are determined to keep a white hat out of that Speaker seat.

“Ethel”, is worse than a sodomite. Ethel is a troll and a straight-up ISIS/Hamas sympathizer who
uses a dozen other names on this board to spew anti-Israeli propaganda, obscenities and
distractions.

The Other Alts:
 “Harrison_Bergeron”Biggs, Julie, JB ll, Exile, Bofa. Wozz, Russell, noname and many more.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Kay Mitchell

Jim Jordan can’t win because half of Congress are compromised criminals, traitors and RINOS.

They know Jim Jordan as Speaker would give them hell.

The dirty democrats want a Republican RINO in that seat.

Forwarded from: Toy Magness

I want Trump because he publicly needs to show who’s in charge and taking them to justice it will
help the medicine go down to the normies 😎�

but but but Q said trump would come back as WW3 was escalating and only he could de-escalate
and save the world! Q ops will be done 2025 right folks?

Trump is a traitor and he is the jew pied piper put in place by the jews to lead his idiot supporters
where the jews want them to go. There is so much evidence out now on trump being a traitor ass
jew you literally have to have your head up your ass not to see it. 🙄�

ABSOLUTELY SPOT – ON COMMENT , YOUR POST IS TRUTH that so many are TOO BLIND TO
SEE OR RECOGNIZE, RIGHT – ON TRUE PATRIOT , RIGHT-ON!

I’m making $90 an hour working from home. I never imagined that it was honest to goodness yet
my closest companion is earning 16 thousand bucks a month by working on the connection, that
was truly astounding for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must try this job
now by just using

  this site.. w w w.P a y a t h o m e 7.c o m

Last edited 23 hours ago by barshembar

Q Clearance Patriot

My fellow Americans, over the course of the next several days you will undoubtedly realize that we
are taking back our great country (the land of the free) from the evil tyrants that wish to do us harm
and destroy the last remaining refuge of shining light. On POTUS’ order, we have initiated certain
fail-safes that shall safeguard the public from the primary fallout which is slated to occur 11.3 upon
the arrest announcement of Mr. Pedesta (actionable 11.4) confirmation (to the public) of what is
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occurring will then be revealed and will not be openly accepted. Public riots are being organized in
serious numbers in effect to prevent the arrest and capture of more senior public officials. On
POTUS’ order, a state of temporary military control will be actioned and special ops carried out.
False leaks have been made to retain several within the confines of the United States to prevent
extradition and special operator necessity. Rest assured, the safety and well-being of every man,
woman, and child of this country is being exhausted in full. However, the atmosphere within the
country will unfortunately be divided as so many have fallen for the corrupt and evil narrative that
has long been broadcast. We will be initiating the Emergency Broadcast System (EMS) during this
time in effort to provide a direct message (avoiding the fake news) to all citizens. Organiztions
and/or people that wish to do us harm during this time will be met with swift fury – certain laws have
been pre-lifted to provide our great military the necessary authority to handle and conduct there
operations (at home and abroad).

Last edited 23 hours ago by Strike17

We are so ready for this and prepared for the worst.

” The best is yet to come”

WWG1 WGA 🗽

Strike do you ever get tired of people telling you the same old “big things are gonna happen in the
next few days” bullshit day after day after day? Will you even notice when November 3-4 passes
and the promised EBS does not happen for the millionth time, or will you already have forgotten it
was supposed to happen by then?

Thank you, Strike 17. I find your communication both uplifting and fortifying in the midst of confusion
and unfamiliarity that we have never experienced. We will get through this. God Always Wins.

So someone with a Q clearance is allowed to design and build atomic weapons. It does not grant
access to the intelligence community. The highest clearance available is Yankee White, reserved for
people with direct, frequent access to the president and who participate in his briefings. So Q
started out in error and remains so.

“The highest clearance available is Yankee White…”

that was for the old rubric. the new woke highest clearance is “Islam Machaev Brown”

Please keep up.

That’s obviously not true as the president does not have clearance or access to all programs even
though that is/should be completely illegal.

The President is the top authority for determining what is classified, at what level, and who can see
it. No one has a higher authority to deny him the right to see any government document or be read
into any program he wants. The President decides what he wants to know, and the responsible
agency briefs him. The Presidential Daily Brief, his morning news briefing, contains highly secret
information from sources and methods that only a handful of people have access to. The PDB
copies are numbered and after the briefing the documents are collected and destroyed.
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Now, all this said, your favorite website may spin a tale about Super Top-Secret secrets which only
a shadowy group of generals know about. Kind of like double-secret probation in Animal House.
Made up BS.

Online, you can find an amazing amount of info on classification including the construction
standards for Secure Compartmented Information Facilities, types of required alarm systems and
guard staffing, locks and security systems. If you have time you can fill out the 36-page security
clearance application – It’s a fill-in PDF document. All ya’ got to do is look.

And you know this because,…………….???
 And, You can prove this because,…………???

 Or are you talking disinformation, misinformation or shilling your sh*t again?

It’s public information on the US Department of Energy website and numerous other official and
non-official websites. You’re not much of an Internet sleuth

It says 4 hours.

That’s the one part of it that is provable and I’m sure of. Everything after that is just jib, jab.

Yes and meanwhile Obomba’s trojan horse ISIS army, young adult males with children & fentanyl
for sale to help pay for the trip over the FREE border crossing into the once good ole USA. They
are given credit cards and voting ID, with your tax payer $$. Soon they will have have machine
guns and will take over our homes. Many where let out of prison from countries all around the
world. George $orrow$ is not dead yet and giving away his $. Sorry to write so grim, but be ready
for war on our soil.

Bro Andrew ~ Nothing will stop ByeDone or Oslima’s snakes. I cannot ever see a way out. We’re
trapped.

The Dumbest & most evil president ever was able to destroy our America. And we know he’s a
faker. Twelve years of destruction. They only required 16.🤔🌵

Buckle up—–This is the Big one Elizabeth——-A Black Flag flies over the Imam Reza Mosque—–
1st time in history——this is where all major announcements are done—– It is a call to war—-(Iran)
—-for the uninitiated Iran is Persia in the bible—

They have raised it before, when Sulumami was killed. They had been preparing since then

No where but no where can I find that—-all sources are saying this is a first outside of Muharram—-
Red flag for payback (vengeance) but not Black—-

Saw it in a video on YouTube after he was killed. The owner of the video ( cannot remember his
name) was an ex Shia Muslim living and studying in USA. He showed a video of it saying that it’s
very serious as being the first time this black flag being raised. He left Islam shortly after it. May be
some people here can remember his channel name. I have been blocked by UT so cannot access
it.
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Some how I posted and it got lost or old age—-But I looked everywhere and your info can’t be
found—He had a red flag at best which means violence and or retribution—–It has been raised I
believe but that was in Muharram——So this is the first BLACK FLAG—–now you can interpret it
how you like—-

Hi Surf Nazare. This is true, always like you words. Finally, figured out how to comment on RRN…
now I can tell you. Always very true & good words. Thank you🌹

Let me tell you, it’ll be your death if Israel doesn’t take care of them. Bibi and the Israelis know more
than you ever will, coward.

A Jew is anyone whose mother is Jewish or who’s had an Orthodox conversion. Israel is the only
democracy in the Middle East and wasn’t taken over by anyone. Jesus was a Jew because Judean
means a region. What passage does it say who will inherit the land since we’re already there – a
big one – and the word Jew” originates from the word Yehuda in the Old Testament. You could have
looked this up yourself at any time instead of posting and making a fool out of yourself. I used to
teach special ed, so maybe that’s why I have the patience for comments like yours.

Unfortunately all jews look down on goy! It is a fact! They consider us useless eaters!

Jews refer to anyone other than a jew as goy or goyim. During a court proceeding I attended, the
jewish judge actually cracked a joke to one of the jew lawyers in the case about the opposing
counsel who was “goyem”. We also attended a jew wedding and the host apologized to us for the
rabbi being insensitive to some of the guests by referring to “goy” in his speech. I find jews for the
most part to be intolerant of others, wanting to control and herd others and they seem to have the
belief that they are somehow special or the “chosen ones.” In contrast, we are all the same in
Christianity. No one is better than anyone else and no one is “special”.

This is an enlightening interview with Rabbi Abraham Finkelstein of New York City. He’ll tell you
what the jews think of goy. rumble.com/v2g2na6-the-michelle-moore-show-april-4-2023.html

Why do you think it’s true when it’s patently false? For those who are interested in the truth, blood is
life and Jews are prohibited from drinking blood, which is why we salt our kosher meat to remove
the blood.

They’re the chosen ones for Satan, they don’t like to admit it, but they will if they have you by the
nuts and theres nothing you can do about it.

In all fairness, I’d like to say that all religions are bad. They were all created by man, not God, and
they were all created with the intention of keeping humanity divided. I believe that our real
connection to God is a spiritual one, not a religious one. And, we should be careful about not
allowing a middleman such as a priest or rabbi to interfere thereby diminishing our own powers to
connect with our Creator.

With that said, we all know that the Jews are silently running our world. They are in government,
media, health, banking, education. The majority of these Jews in high up positions are Zionist or
Khazarian Jews, also known as the fake Jews because they’re not true Jews. They are satanists
hiding behind the cover of the Jewish religion. Their handbook is the evil satanic Talmud.
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These people (in combination with the CIA) created words and labels such as anti-semite and
racist. This was intentional. They did this as a way of immediately shutting down and deflecting
attention away from themselves and thereby ostracizing any person who scrutinized, criticized or
questioned them about their activities. These people are satantic and do blood sacrifices. They
were kicked out of numerous countries hundreds, if not thousands of years ago because of
this. They were told to pick a religion and convert and to stop their evil ways. In order to stay, they
chose Judaism, but they secretly continued their satanic practices until today, while under the
protective cover of the Jewish religion.

While the real Jews are not satanists, the Jewish religion appears to teach bigotry and is derogatory
towards Christians and other non-Jews. When Jews are taught that the goyim (Christians) are cattle
and that every Jew deserves 1,000 goy slaves, you need to question what you’re being taught. I
also know from Jewish friends that Jews are allow to cheat and lie to “goyim” and other non-
Jews. These teachings create division and hate.

This is why I say all religion is bad and it all needs to be dissolved, along with all the religious
brainwashing. It’s always been about the division. Those in power always knew that “United You
Stand, Divided You Fall.”

WWG1WGA

Last edited 11 hours ago by Gina

Um, but he’d just one person and doesn’t speak for us all, but only a bigot think one of us does.

The day will come when people who fling terms such as anti-semite, jew hater and bigot at others,
will no longer be able to get away with it. These terms were always used by the Jews to shut down
an opposing thought or discussion and to prevent any kind of transparency. By labeling a person in
this way, it was a form of social shunning and thought/mind control. But, it will no longer be tolerated
by the people as they all awaken to the fact that Jews created this “anti-semite” labeling for a very
strategic purpose.

Last edited 52 minutes ago by Gina

he was fishing off the 12st pier and did not want a kidney transplant at the time of hearing

Do you think we can’t read your jew books? Do you think we don’t know what’s in the talmud and
Kabbalah? Only now you stinking ass jews are going to be the goyim. 🖕🖕🖕

bitchute.
 com/video/

 Z9dqFKt7fivv/
 ………………..
 and here’s another – theres plenty more.

 bitchute.c
 om/video/
 KW92iThVnUb8/

 ……………..
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bitchute.
com/video

 /hxkhuPJKNX7j/
 ……

 bitchute.
 com/video/

 GfBBNe5ufF6z/

Its all you need to know for the time being.

I’m a Christian who had a very close relationship with a Jewish man and he never made me feel like
I was ever less than anyone or anything. I have never met a Khazarian Jew but from what I
understand they are not really Jewish in lineage or belief. They follow Lucifer I believe. The devils
counterfeit. Just like the antichrist is another counterfeit of the Messiah. I believe Noah Yuval
Herrari is the devil’s antichrist.

Exactly Rose Marie. We’re taught to be welcoming and are not even allowed to ask a convert if he
converted because we were strangers in a strange land, Egypt, unless, of course, someone is a
danger to us like Hamas.

(Watch this get downvoted. The people on this site have become pathetically ignorant, putting it
mildly and take offense at anything.)

Call them what they are Zionists – fake jooz and Satanists, the Godless follow them blindly because
they are stupid & naive to reality.

Not all Jews. When Jesus Christ was born, lived, taught, was crucified, and after 3 days He rose
again, many witnesses, and he arose to be with God. 50 days past (Pentecost), the old Covenant
was fulfilled in Christ & the New Covenant in Acts 2, when His church was established.

Many Jews and gentiles rejected Christ, but some Jews and Gentiles received his word to be saved
according to Peter in Acts 2.

The gospel was offered to the Jews first, and then to the Gentiles.Finally, everyone could be Gods
chosen people.

Jews and Gentiles dispersed to all parts of the world. Even though Gods people were called
Israelites in the Old Testament, Israel was not created until 18th century.

Today we have many evil people ruling the areas of conflict. Their rulers hate America. They Hate
Jesus, and thus still hates Gentiles.

I believe The so called Israel is the head of the snake that needs to be shown to the world who they
really are.

NOTE: I said the rulers, not all Jews everywhere. The Zionists & such needs to be taken down.
Palestine heads of government and those practicing evil Talmud, praying many of both area
conflicts will accept Christ as their Lord & savior & Muslims will come to know the only one & true
God.
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The United Stated needs to get out of Ukraine and Israel & fight the infiltration of planted enemies in
our own country.

This is my opinion & it does not have to be everyone else’s.
 🙏❤

It’s a public site, so you can’t keep me out. I’m answering the comments as they come. I don’t mind
being a snark and think I’m pretty damned funny. I think that you don’t like the comments coming
from a Jew. Have you ever listened to or heard of Ben Shapiro? If you think he’s condescending,
then it must be you.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Tzippo

I don’t care who you are or think you are. No one class or race or ethnicity or whatever is better
than any other.

Snobs are snobs.

Agreed. You told me I wasn’t welcome earlier today, which makes you the snob,

Shapiro plays the same game as the rest of them with his quick wit.
 Ya ever thought that Izreal created Hamas to spy on the Palestinians? Then use their bad Actors for

red Flags so Izreal can grift again?

Hamas and the top leadership in Israel are all controlled by the same people – the Khazarian mafia.

Ben Shapiro , yeah the game show host who is now threatening all non-jews to support the parasite
user terrorist human/child sacrificing state of Israel or there will be nuclear war and holocaust, yeah
that ben shapiro, FUCK that kike.

Just reread the special ed comment and can see where you’d think that. I’d apologize if I was sorry,
but I’m not. Anywho, I have work to do and will try and be back later. Tootles.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Tzippo

Israel created and funds Hamas now a verified TRUTH and FACT, and now you run Tzippo . LoL
thats a satansit degenerate lowlife jew for you Folks.

You think like Hamas. You have no idea what precipitated it and blame the other side. What a gal!

Actually Jewish ethnicity , or rather racial identity, is inherited from the father. Patrilineal. Otherwise
king David would not be considered Jewish. Nor Joseph’s sons and progeny. And so on. This ” you
inherit the religion from your mother” stuff is man-made and false, and doesn’t comport with
biological reality as delineated in the Bible.

Actually, tell me where you heard this because I know the opposite to be true. What you’re talking
about is Islam.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Tzippo

Christ is referred to as the son of David, not Mary! Patriarchy is right out of the Bible.
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I don’t believe he was. I believe what you mean is the House of David because Jesus came well
after King David. There’s a site called Chabad.org. You can check there and get back to me if you
find something else, but on this I am positive, and it is genarlly known and accepted,

I know that the Mother teaches the children about their faith, right? She performs the Sabbath ritual
in the home? Every Friday evening. The faith is taught and handed down by the mother.

Correct: everything from the Talmud is inverted from Christianity. Whereas the father is to lead the
home as he submits to Christ, the joos do the opposite.

In Judaism both parents and sexes have a role to play based on intrinsic characteristics, and it is
Jews, not joos.

Just like Eve handed down the worship of Satan’s $nake & $taff in Eden…
 And Sarah demanded Abraham hearken unto her to bed Hagar, & bless the world with Ishmael’s

Islam… Got it. Those women sure can teach religion!

Last edited 15 hours ago by Theophile

One hundred percent correct, Rose Mary. I believe that’s one of the reasons why the children take
the faith of the mother, and not the father in Judaism. That and because she carries the child for
nine months, so she has a connection with him that the father cannot possibly have. On the flip
side, though, intermarriage is prohibited in Judaism.

Hey, Tzi how are you on literature? Read Kafka? Read Joseph Heller, Philip Roth and Herman
Wouk?
    

How about scholars the Jewish people have some good scholars? Martin Van Creveld the modern
war theory person, and he’s great at logistics, tactics, and strategy in war I have 4 books by him).
Have you heard of The Origins and History of Consciousness: by Erich Neumann, interesting book,
he’s a Jewish scholar with lots to say about Female/Male roles in civilization. There are a couple
Jewish scholars I read on mystical things, but I lost those books. Plus there was an excellent
literature critic I use to follow.

What do you know about the Artist Solons in Paris and Vienna in the 1870’s – 1890’s , as those
were run by Jewish women who set examples of painting themselves up like lose women to
compete for leading artists and intellects at that time (freedom of sex started here, not the 1960’s).
Siiggy Freud came out of the Vienna Solons and some say his “neurotic” patients were merely
traditional Jewish girls who couldn’t paint themselves up like the Solon ladies to compete for the
smartest bachelors. Many say that Feminist ideas started in those Solons.    

I’m thrilled, but there is no need to stereotype us. I know many Jewish women, who are far from
neurotic, especially those born and raised in the Chabad community. They’re some of the kindest,
most non-judgmental people I’ve ever met.

I didn’t suggest that those women were neurotic, Freud did. I suggested they were Traditional, and
caught between the old rules for women, and their hypergamy desire to get the attention of the top
intellectual and artist guys in Vienna.
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The new rules to compete, and all women compete for the highest status males, were to use
makeup and flirt like a very loose woman. Think “Sex in the City” back then.

The Solon leading women were trying to get rid of Traditional mores, and they led by example.

You do understand Hypergamy don’t you, as all women, not lesbo, desire the attention of the top
5% of all men in status.

A long question. Kafka, yes – didn’t know he was also an Ashkenazi Jew, Roth, no. Wouk yes,
Marjorie Morningstar, but a long time ago. Love a lot of the Yiddish writers, esp. Shalom Alechim
and the Tevye Stories and Isaac Bashevis Singer. I also love satire like any self-respecting snark
would, Zadie Smith in White Teeth, Junot Diaz in the Brief, Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, Mark
Twain, many of his quotes but esp Huck Finn, and of course Mike Royko. You?

Last edited 10 hours ago by Tzippo

I wasn’t judging any of those writers, including Kafka, as I read most of those in my youth. My older
sister mentored me on reading, my mom said, even as an infant. I was reading comics by 3, and full
novel/adventure stories by 6, and before 12 I had read many classics. I read Clemens, and liked his
books early on, but would not have liked him personally, as he died a very bitter old man.

What I liked in Kafka was his pointing out the Uncanny, and not his Nihilistic/Absurdist turn, and only
through that uncanny twist could you see humor in his writing.

So… This is why the Jews in the quarter where Paul’s parents lived, didn’t care about Timothy
being circumcised; Until Paul made him a proselyte to Christianity(Acts 16:3), since his father was a
Greek, and his mother an obvious slouch that they didn’t really consider a Jewess… Got it.

Everything you jooz know is backword’s (back words), you were caught up in the rhetoric.
 Islam has Nothing to do with any of this.

Un, well, they waged a war on us recently and have attacked others, so the opposite would be true.

No. Hardly. It’s old testament, right there. You don’t know what I’m talking about and you call
yourself a jew??

I am a Jew because my mother was Jewish, and Paul wasn’t in the Old Testament but the New.
Acts is in the New Testament, so I’d have no reason to read it. is that what you’re talking about?

The mother teaches the children about the Jewish faith. The blood is passed through the male. The
knowledge is passed down through the female. The Mother performs the Sabbath’s meal and she
teaches them about their heritage. It takes TWO people to properly raise a child. Quit trying to
destroy the woman’s part.

Judaism is a religion or a belief system, same as Catholicism. It is not a gene, chromosome or dna
strand so it cannot be passed through the blood. This is a falsehood pushed by a segment of
society who want you to believe that. People need to start thinking critically and stop listening to
such ridiculous nonsense.
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That’s not completely true. The priestly tribe, the Kohanim, is passed down through the Y-
chromosome, which was proven on a segment of 60-Minutes years ago. There are black Jews in
Uganda, who claimed to be Kohanim, or descendants of Moses’ brother Aaron, and it turns out they
were. You can google it, if you don’t believe me because I just did. People, however, can convert in,
which makes it both genetic and non-genetic.

The father also teaches the children, Rose Mary, but I appreciate your comment. There’s a site
called Chabad.org that is a treasure trove of information. I appreciate you and your comments.

Not destroying the women’s part. Correcting the myth tzippo said that a person is a jew if their
mother is. That’s false nonsense.

It is easy enough to check out and completely true. Why you keep posting otherwise is beyond me,
but I guess you have your reasons.

You prove it just by your own snarky comments. Not one of your replies has a positive mark. Which
says everything. MAGA. GODWINS

MAGA is the fifth degree and highest rank in the church of satan. You people really need to WTFU.

LOL,…..This must be one of their latest dirty tricks to rewrite history and attack white people.
 Make America Great Again means “MAGA” to us.

Um, I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but most Jews are white, though we come in all colors, shapes
and sizes.

I don’t care if anyone thinks I’m snarky and have admitted it myself. I don’t like anti-Semitism, and
there have been many untrue comments about the Jews and Israel. If you want to think I’m snarky
by calling them out, then so be it. I’ve asked for proof of something and have gotten no answer but
downvotes in return. Referring to Israel as Israhell or Ukraine as Jewcraine doesn’t deserve much
more, or all of us as Kazarians, but if you want to offer a suggestion as to how I could have done
better, then let me know.

I don’t know what you mean by true Jews, but the Twelve Tribes of Israel are Jewish, the key word
here being Israel. Ten tribes got lost, so only the descendants of two tribes know who they are, the
Kohanim and the Levites. The former are descendants of Moses’ brother, Aaron, and the other of
Jacob and Leah’s third son Levi. Had to look it up because I always thought something else. You
can often tell by the last name. Last names beginning with K or C, Cohen, Kohin, Korey…. are
Kohanim, and there’s a genetic marker on the Y-chromosome passed down from father to son.
Levites often have last names beginning with the letter L, Levin, Levine, and ha Levi, the Levi.
Thank you for asking and for not being rude, or dare I say snarky.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Tzippo

The day will come when people who fling terms such as anti-semite, jew hater and bigot at others,
will no longer be able to get away with it. These terms were always used by the Jews to shut down
an opposing thought or discussion and to prevent any kind of transparency. By labeling a person in
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this way, it was a form of social shunning and thought/mind control. But, it will no longer be tolerated
by the people as they all awaken to the fact that Jews created this tactic for a very strategic
purpose.

Last edited 22 minutes ago by Gina

Hello? I asked for proof about the jerk’s comment about who will inherit Israel, even though we’re
already, you know, there. I agree that I can be snarky. Also, if G-d wins, and we are his chosen
people, then we win, right? Your comment was rude, by the way, and untoward.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Tzippo

See, tzippy?… Everyone is finally on to your bullshit.
 Keep punching that time-clock though… gotta make dem shekels.

First off, no one around here is being paid to my understanding. Second, shekel is an anti-Semitic
trope, and to write something like that makes you pretty pathetic. Third, I don’t know what bullshit
you’re talking about, so name one thing I wrote that is bullshit. I doubt I’ll get an answer from
anyone, just a bunch of downvotes, but I don’t care because I may reach someone here with half a
brain.

That aside, the tone and clientele of this site has changed drastically, and it is too damned bad.

People are finally learning the truth about you piece of shit parasitic fucking jews.

“Democracy” lately has become a code-word for DS-Cabal run counties. The Ukraine has been
pushed as a fantastic, wonderful “democracy” so many time by the MSM.

It wasn’t taken over by Khazars because the Rothschilds created modern Israel from the start to be
run by their Khazar people. Look up this people as Tzi/Dizzi won’t … historic truth… Roths
designed and gave money and influence to start modern Israel.

Within the next couple years, Bibi and his Khazar helpers will be removed for good. Better within
the next few months, the Mossad satellites that feed the West the MSM news will be replaced by an
Alliance system.

The Mossad and several other Israeli intel operations pay many, many thousands of Jewish people
(even HS students and old people) supplementary incomes to push their talking points. The old
Israel talking points are stale, and people are sick of starting “foreverwars” for the Khazar’s benefit.
You can’t admit the Khazar created and run modern Israel because you’d lose your side income.

NO MORE FOREVERWARS FOR iSRAEL WARMOGER!

You call historic facts “tripe,” That is a moron move. it is a fact easily checked, but stupid, arrogant
people refuse to look at the obvious Truth simply because it doesn’t fit their biased Narrative.

Again: modern Israel was a Rothschild project to create a center for all their people to project power
from. Are your people from Eastern Europe?

When half the wars on Earth are fought by one country, I want my country to stay away from those
“defensive” warmongers.
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All ISRAEL-FIRST PEOPLE NEED to go to Israel to help in person.

Any war we fought is defensive because we want peace, so there’s no reason why we’d attack. The
Mossad pays no one, and that is a lie. I know many Jewish people having grown up in a Jewish
home and as a member of the community, and I have never heard of anyone being paid by the
Mossad, which is so ridiculous it’s laughable. We are not only helping ourselves but people around
the world, Sorry if you’re unable to see that.

I have been hearing about Benjamin Netanyahu for decades and only in the last two days have I
EVER heard of him being a Khazarian Jew. If that were so he sure would not have stood up for the
Messianic Jewish community when he came back to the Prime Minister’s office in Israel. I find this
information terribly convenient for antisemites. I’m not that quick to jump on this particular
bandwagon. Proof is necessary for me to believe anything you just said. I’m not saying it’s
impossible but you can’t convince me without proof.

There’s tons of proof out there now, all you have to do is look for it.

If he really did that AND the stories about him being associated with the CIA are true maybe it
means he was replaced with BN 2.0.

I have an Italian Catholic friend I talked to today about this, and she said that something fishy is
going on for a country like Israel with all its intelligence not to have known what was going on. She
said the truth will come out… so stay tuned. I doubt that he’s Khazarian myself.

Atta girl! I’m so FED UP with all the Jew haters trying to tempt everyone to damn themselves by
cursing the Jews. I’m a Christian but I love Israel and the Jewish People. Like you said Jesus is
Jewish!

Jesus was a Judahite, not a jew! The jews killed him after he drove them out of his father’s house.

Ah, no. We don’t nail people up. The Romans crucified him, as that was their standard form of
punishment when the electric chairs weren’t working. Snark, snark, snark. I have no idea what a
Judahite is, and if Jesus came from a virgin birth, what was he doing with a father to begin with?

Crucifixion may have been the way of the Romans, but the jews had the fault on them of setting it
up. Therefore, the religious leaders and those that followed them were just as guilty as the ones
who drove the nails in His hands. The apostle Peter told the jews:

“Therefore let all the house of Israel recognize beyond all doubt that God has made Him both Lord
and Christ (Messiah, Anointed)—this Jesus whom you crucified.” –Acts 2:36

Those were tough times, and Jesus was causing problems. In terms of us setting him up, the
Romans acted on their own free will and were cruel to begin with. I mean, they did expel us from
our land in 70 A.D,

Jews do not follow the New Testament, so there’s no reason for me to read or believe Acts or
anything there. I’m not passing judgement just that it’s not our book. There are Christians who will
not leave us alone and try to convince us that one is a continuation of the other, but we are happy
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with our Torah and don’t like being coerced into believing things that just will not work for us. That
being said, Acts means nothing to me and is not a reference point, just as the Torah means nothing
to you. Otherwise, you wouldn’t try and convince me otherwise, right?

You need to take some meds and calm down, and sing Deutchland, Deutchalnd Uber Alis, one of
your faves for sure. Bet it brings a tear to your beady little eyes.

It was a song the Nazis sang. I’m not anti-German, though they aren’t my faves due to the
Holocaust. Are you saying you think I’m supposed to love everyone, even those who rape, murder
and behead us? If that’s the case, then you have no sense of self-preservation or maybe no sense
to begin with. What a stupid statement. You can downvote me all I want. I’m sticking to my guns.

Last edited 2 hours ago by Tzippo

Have you ever been to Israel? The country is truly magic. There’s something for everyone and the
fruits and vegetables the best. I don’t really like tomatoes, but the tomatoes there were so good, I
wanted to pack some in my suitcase but didn’t…You got downvoted for that. Like I said, Nimrods all.
Sometimes I think what they write is pretty funny and can’t help but become a tad sarcastic.

Best You stay in Special Ed. Jews are from Babylon.
 Also Aramaic was the common language of the Region, which has No Letter J in the Aramaic

language during Yashua’s time there.
 They “were ” all Hebrew. You do make a better patient than a day care worker..

Now, how much time would it have taken you to check that out? Hebrew, Greek and Latin were
spoken,

Correct: the letter J as in Jesus was pronounced in THE Western world as Iefus, thus was an
Israelite, from the Tribe of Judah; your tribe attempted to hijack humanity thru Cain who killed his
brother! TH33 modern jews are actually warmongers!

Jewishness is a religion, same as Catholicism is a religion. It does not refer to a region. There are
Canadian jews, American jew, ashkenazi jew, Russian jew, Israeli jews, etc. I find it funny that jews
refuse to accept that.

Jesus was Hebrew.

Jesus wasn’t a Jew but a Judean when Judea is a region, and the word Jew wasn’t introduced into
the English language until the 18th Century when it’s Biblical? Those little ditties you posted earlier
make you sound real bright, though they did make me laugh because they’re just not true. Also, the
IDF didn’t bomb the hospital, so that’s a lie. It was a misfired Gazan rocket. It’s hard not to be get
annoyed considering the remarks you post when they’re easy enough to research. I think the
problem is you’re unable to answer me with facts, so you either get mad and downvote me or
refuse to answer any questions.

But you called me despicable and questioned my intelligence. Is that your idea of civility?

I used to teach special ed, so maybe that’s why I have the patience for comments like yours.

and mine!
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LOL. Yeah. Some of the people around here can be trying when they’re not being entertaining and
amusing. Wait! I feel some downvotes coming on from none other than KillEmAll, since Aimee is
probably still salivating over Mein Kamp for the Wednesday Night Bigot’s Book Club she attends
online with him, Goober and CD22. I heard they’re planning on visiting Joseph Stalin’s burial place
in Russa. Maybe they’ll all go and never come back. I dunno, but it’s a thought. Maybe they’ll ask
me to lead the tour, so I can see that it’s done right.

Liked your comment and upvoted it.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Tzippo

You called me despicable earlier, which isn’t very nice and now stupid. First off, your earlier post,
which I responded to but got erased, was incorrect. Jesus was a Jew and Judea is a region when
you conflated the two, which I found pretty funny. Second, the word Jew goes all the way back to
the Old Testament and not to the 18th Century as you claimed I think you’re upset that I showed
you up, so you answer with insults, but whatever.

Last edited 19 hours ago by Tzippo

As usual with jews everything that comes off your forked tongue is a lie.

“Jesus wasn’t a Jew but a Judean when Judea is a region, and the word Jew wasn’t introduced into
the English language until the 18th Century when it’s Biblical?”

Those are your words from an earlier post. Why would you contradict yourself?

Jesus was a Hebrew and he told exactly what your kind are and who your father is. Fuck off and
DIE JEW !!! 🖕🖕🖕

That’s the second or third time you told me to expire and I’m still here. Maybe it’s because I’m not in
the mood and have things to do. Sorry.

So what did the Romans call the Monotheists living in the area that is now Israel? Not sure sure it
much matters at this point. I don’t want to see the US get involved in a foreign war no matter what
the country. International meddling is the root of most of the political mess. Other stuff like child
trafficking transcends national boundaries.

If we don’t wipe Hamas out, then they’ll come for you next. It’s only a matter of time.

Then they can come for us. Here.

If or when this World War makes it over here, it’s going to come here regardless, and it probably
won’t just be hamas, it will be everyone else they’ve already sent here, backed by global forces.

 We need to marshall our forces. Which is exactly what they DON’T want us to do.

Last edited 20 hours ago by Sandy Thomas

Tzippo your true humanity is showing. “wipe out Hamas” like exterminating bugs. That’s the exact
reason “israel” is so hated by so many. Can’t live alongside humanity in peace? Then it’s
extermination time. SAD excuse for being human.
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I said wipe them out because they want to wipe us out. Get it? If someone wanted you dead, what
would you do?

Fuck you jew, we didn’t steal their land and murder their families. Your kind did.

Not True.

Please, do not ignite people with your “sooner or later”.

Remember this?

Two atomic bombs were thrown by an American pilot in Japan
 Invasion to Vietnam

 Korea
 Bombing Yugoslavia

 Invasion to Livia
 Invasion to Afhganistan

This is all about America.

Shall I continue? And this is just from the top of my memory.

But if we surf the history, then we will find much more.

Atomic bombs don’t exist and never have. They have been used as a threat to brainwash people
into fearfulness and submission. When I was a kid we were told that atomic radiation takes tens of
thousands of years to decay and those areas would be uninhabitable. How do you explain that the
areas of Japan which were supposedly bombed with nuclear weapons have been completely rebuilt
and are fully populated today without anyone suffering from radiation poisoning?

You did not see the pictures of those Japanese cities and burned people after that bombing?

Talk to Japanese people about it.

Obviously, your generation was brainwashed.

You were explained this upside down.

I don’t think Putin is that reckless and stupid. He and Trump have a good relationship, so we are not
in any danger. Putin is a good man who is doing God’s work, rescuing trafficked children and
destroying the evil Ukraine gov’t. Praise the Lord.

Why would I and why do you have a problem with someone citing facts? Are you afraid of them?

JESUS is your king jew, bow down and worship him and ask for his forgiveness for the evil that
lives within you.

She is Jewish mister Bible thumper. So memorize Ezekiel, Isaiah, Daniel and see if you can still
make sense of it all since you know everything on Earth. I can’t believe all these people picking on
Tzippo! You are all a big bunch of bullies. Everyone of you.
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We know THE TRUTH about the jews and you are a brainwashed IDIOT. Maybe you should
educate yourself and change that.

Thank you, Rose Marie, but they’re picking on me because they’re bigots. What they don’t know is
that I find most of them amusing, ignorant but amusing. I only wanted to correct their
misconceptions or fight back against anti-Semitism, but they got triggered, sensitive things that they
all are.

I do have a legitimate question, Tzippo. How come when someone persecutes a Christian, no one
bats any eye? But when someone simply disagrees with a jew, everyone loses their minds?

That’s not completely true, but you have to admit that that Christians aren’t targeted the way we are
as is implied by your baiting question.

You don’t know that to be true unless you or someone else has died and come back to tell us. I
believe there’s something a little different for everyone based on what they did and their belief
system when they died. Got to go now, but I’ll try and make it back later, so everyone can wait with
bated breath. Tootles.

I read the news in the paper Ma’am,About IDF attacking a baptist hospital in gaza. I ain’t buying it
ma’am. The IDF would not target a hospital. I know who would though,eh? Ukraine pulled the same
crap. The IDF is a very capable military force.They do not use human shields as the other side does
all the time.What on Earth is Biden doing There? no other nation in the world recognizes him.

If this happened, babe, then it was because Hamas was hiding behind human shields like they
always do.

Last edited 22 hours ago by Tzippo

Idf would absolutely target a hospital, they murder innocent people all the time just like they did on
9-11-01 and the U.S.S. LIBERTY.

Actually, I say a lot. You just don’t want to listen, which is fine by me.

Bibi is a traitor. He is part of the khazarian swamp that has controlled Israel since the rothchilds took
it over.

WHAT? “ The word Jew was introduced into the English language in the 18th century??”

The wordS JEW & GENTILES have been around since biblical times. All through the OLD & NEW
Testament. 🙏❤

I have gleaned info that US Airforce soldiers were moved to Jordan (from Germany) weeks before
the initial Gaza attack. Just sayin.

Cliff High warned about internet chatter akin to pre-911 several weeks ago too…..

Why is it that very few F-35s and no F-22s were used in Ukraine? I’ve heard that most USA soldiers
are refusing to fight for Israel, and on here that the Ford Carrier Group is hanging back.
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Michael Baxter reported on RRN recently about that. They stopped right in the middle of the
Mediterranean Sea because they don’t recognize Biden as CIC.

If they stopped it’s because Iran has missiles that can reach them.

Michael, I’ve been thinking that it’s highly improbable that all these deep stators that have been
captured all seem to be playing the same tune. They are fanatical, and will not repent. It’s almost
like they have received some kind of implant, a chip or something, which is changing their Ability to
understand right from wrong. It is almost as if they are controlled by some central AI. The evidence
seems to point to some kind of a mentality of these top deep stators that prevents them from
repainting. Curious to see what others think about that as nobody seems to have a conscience
anymore.

It’s almost as if MB is just making these stories up and he can basically recycle them and write the
same crap over and over and over, because people keep donating free money to him even when
the stories are super repetitive.

It’s probably a combo of fear of the other and group think, like the Nazis and the nimrods around
here have.

Thanks again, Rose Marie. No, I am not a troll but a flesh and blood woman with a POV. Bless you.
: )

Many nazis were also jews. Jews have no problem with killing their own to further their agenda of
world dominance and enslaving the goyim. NOT GONNA HAPPEN THOUGH.

As ill-informed as always Some, like Soros, collaborated with the Nazis, but most did not.

Michael, I’ve been thinking that it’s highly improbable that all these deep stators that have been
captured all seem to be playing the same tune.

>*pikachu shocked face*

It’s a human tendency.

Christians are convinced the Bible is “God’s word”.

Lefists are convinced “covid” is real.

RRN cheerleaders believe these stories are real.

And you can’t convince any of them otherwise.

They have to find out for themselves.

It’s called being close minded.

The auto tendency is to downvote, because they can’t do anything else.

they trust this retarded plan quite well…. give credit where credit is due
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Only one person has repented. Loretta Lynch carried a Bible with her to the gallows and forgave the
soldier that was to take her life. For that I say HALLELUJAH!

The headline says it all. The bastards kept Hamas fat & funded just for this moment of slaughter
and grifting, to tap into more multi-billions from our US money machine.

 As long as they have bankrupted us, it’s time to squeeze the last drop of wealth…
 until there is nothing left for us to eat here but bugs.

 Filthy satanists…
 .

 ” Netanyahu in 2019: Israel Must ‘Support and Transfer Money to Hamas’ ”
 .

 https ://www.zerohedge .com/news/2023-10-16/bibi-netanyahu-2019-israel-must-support-bolstering-
hamas-and-transferring-money

Last edited 1 day ago by Jimbeau

Where did Bibi say this? So you fatten people up like animals just to slaughter them? Makes perfect
sense, if you’re on hallucinogens, I suppose.

I don’t think anyone here is buying your “We’re just harmless old golda meir bubis.”‘ act anymore,
tzippy. Your constant, whiny defense of known shyster khazar jews shows that you are one of
them… and maybe punching the timeclock too. Any video evidence I could post (and there is plenty
of it) of israelis incriminating themselves would just be flipped off by you & your cohorts. <you ain’t
got time for that>

 From the protests happening around the world, it appears your “Boo-hoo. We’re just victims!” act is
played out.

 I’ll make sure to keep some matches in my pocket.

How sad it must be to be an anti-Semite, and why are you keeping matches in your pocket? I could
write something mean, but I’ll keep that to myself. My mission around here is to fight anti-Semitism,
which I’m beginning to see is like teaching a bison to dance, nearly impossible.

Israel was attacked first and the IDF is wiping Hamas out, so it won’t happen again. The rocket that
landed on a hospital was from Gaza not sent there. I’ve already covered this and even directed
others to a source. Believing that Israel is the aggressor is anti-Semitism when Israel was attacked
first and has been repeatedly. Those who say it’s a photo op are also anti-Semitic, and anyone who
believes this given all the proof to the contrary is anti-Semitic. It’s sad that you ignore all the babies
that were killed and women who were raped and murdered, and you have the nerve to think you
shouldn’t be labeled as anti-Semitic. What are you then?

Fuck you and your boo-boo antisemite victim bullshit !!! How many children have you scum fucks
kidnapped, raped,tortured and murdered so you could drink their blood in your blood sacrifice
rituals? Those are REAL VICTIMS you fucking piece of shit.

Isn’t Hamas a jewish entity in the first place? Which is why Biden sent millions to Hamas the other
day? They play both sides and profit in White deaths and shekels. Nothing new here.
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They’re the same. Anti-Zionism is a cover for anti-Semitism since Israel is the only Jewish state in
the world and gets criticized heavily for defending herself. #Am Yisroael Chai.; If you don’t know
what it mean, look it up. Oh, yeah and suck it up too..

I see you still have not read your (very simple) assignment. How can you hope to have a discussion
with people when your mind is so closed as to not be willing to read a single sentence ?

Why do you have a ‘mission’? The only people that have that are the trolls. Were you given an
assignment?

Yep. The only people that have a mission are the trolls? I’m not a troll, but I do have a mission.

If they are sending marines to Israel then I’m thinking not all marines are under WH control.

The soldiers are going to get hurt in the beat up terrain like Palestine, with no idea what they are in
for. Hamas is like fighting kamikazes, they don’t care about life and death.

2000 soldiers to a foreign country to fight when they could have been used here to protect out own
boarder.

Nebo si uvědomte, že je to jen dezinformace, protože herci, kteří hrají Residenta Bidena, jsou pod
kontrolou bílého klobouku. Nevelí ani svému vlastnímu štábu, protože Jill, Psaki, KJP a další jsou
zjevně také pod kontrolou bílého klobouku.

Jo, taky si myslím, že je to bs. „Biden“ nemá moc poslat mariňáky kamkoli. Ti kolem něj nosí
falešné uniformy.

Naposledy upraveno Claire před 1 dnem

Myslel bych si, že Izrael rozsype fazole, pokud se mu řekne, že je na cestě pomoc a nikdy se
neobjeví. Izrael většinou nechce americké boty na zemi. Nechtějí být odpovědní za americké smrti,
protože nemají nejlepší vysvědčení s americkým lidem pro začátek.

Jako každá jiná země na světě je jejich vláda tak zkorumpovaná, jak přicházejí. 
 Chtějí naši hotovost, stejně jako každá země na světě, která nešíří naše občany, by uvítala malou

hotovost, kterou by jim naše vláda poskytla. Našim lidem jako na Maui je nabídnuto 700 dolarů a
Ukrajina a Izrael dostávají miliardy.

Naše vláda ráda posílá hotovost do jiných zemí, protože za to dostávají takové pěkné provize,
čehož se jim, když utrácejí peníze přímo tady doma, tolik nedostává.

Proč si myslíte, že by Izrael „rozsypal fazole“, když má jednu z nejlepších inteligencí na světě?

Strategické přelévání strategických fazolí. Stejně jako to udělali fbi a comey s msm, stejně jako
mnoho jiných, stejně jako to dělají zde.

To je přesně to, v co doufám; Dezinformace! Pochybuji, že Biden může nařídit mariňákům kdekoli,
protože nemá žádnou skutečnou moc, která by byla viditelná.

 
 


